
BA55cares
aboutyout
fishsJocks
Shaun Sorenson explains what
thesociety means to him, from an
ordinary member's point of view,,,
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revious afticles
in this series
have focused
on what the

society does, but I'd like
to let you know what it
means to be a member.

Looking back to 1983, Kerry
in south-west lreland was going
through tough times, with
declining bass stocks and no real
management of this important
resource, Like a lot of anglers
today, we were thinking then
about whether or not the bass
fishing would survive for the
benefit of f uture generations.

I remember standing on
Brandon pier on a glorious
autumn day and seeing a guy
sitting smoking a cigarette,
looking out to sea, and behind
him piles of gill nets. Thinking
nothing of it at the time, I sat
down and joined him for a chat.

As the conversion progressed,
he sighed and explained in a soft
lrish voice: "When I was a boy all
those nets and all the anglers
caught bass, now there aren't
enough to go round."

Those few words stuck with
me, especially the words "when
I was a boy", At the time he was
31, so he'd seen the demise o'i
bass stocks over just Z0 years or
so, Thank goodness the lrish put
measures in place to address
the problem, and that lrish
anglers pushed for conservation
measures that actually worked,
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I am not sure how I became
aware of BASS, but it must have
been by word of mouth,

ljoined in 1983 and, to be
honest, for the first few years
I paid no real attention to what
the society actually did - maybe
because I was a new kid on
the block and didn't want to

embarrass myself. How stupid,
One thing BASS offers is a

vehicle to share ideas, and all
members are encouraged to
exchange experiences and
techniques. Today some of my
closest f riends are a direct result
of being a member,

BASS is a bass anglers'club
and a respected driving force
in bass conservation or, more
correctly,'restoration', because
it strives to reverse the decline
in fish and get measures in place

so that bass stocks are restored
to something like the levels of
the 1970s.

It does not insist on catch and
release for members or anybody
else, but it recommends to
members a take-home limit of
two bass a day and 10 bass a
year, This is explained on the
BASS website (go to About Us,

and then the section covering
the rules),

All methods of fishing are

respected equally, with no
specific method dominating or
seen as elitist,

Members are encouraged to
get involved on any level they
choose with in the society, and
there is no pressure to become
an officer, leader or helper in
any of the activities,

BASS is certainly not an elite
group for flavour of the month
methods, which demands that
everyone fishes to catch and
release rules, lt's an honest,
open society that treats bass
anglers equally, whether they
are young or old, experienced
or novice, SI

How toioin
No sales pitch, but with giant
leaps in communications over
the past three decades it
couldn't be easier. Simply call
our membership secretary Lee
Campbell, tel : 0L446-7 4L783 or
email: campbelll00Z@gmail,com
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